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The SynthEdit module can detect mouse clicks and double clicks, as well as a variety of mouse gestures. It provides four output
pins that report when these events occur, which can be used to trigger events or determine if a mouse gesture has been triggered.

A Mouse Click or Double Click is detected by the "Clicked" or "Double Clicked" output pins, respectively. Mouse Click or
Double Click triggers depend on the Mouse Reset mode setting. When Mouse Reset is TRUE, a mouse click triggers on the first

click, and a mouse double click triggers on the first click and the second click, even if they are separated by other clicks or
double clicks. When Mouse Reset is FALSE, mouse clicks and double clicks trigger on each click, and reset behavior depends on
the Mouse Click mode setting. When Mouse Click mode is FALSE, a mouse click triggers on the first click, and a mouse double
click triggers on the first click and the second click. When Mouse Click mode is TRUE, mouse clicks trigger on the first click,
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and mouse double clicks trigger on both clicks. When a Mouse Click or Double Click is detected, the "Clicked" or "Double
Clicked" output pins are set to TRUE for an instant, and then are set to FALSE. When this is the case, any other mouse gesture

inputs are ignored until they are manually reset to FALSE, e.g., by calling the Reset output, or by calling the Mouse Gesture
Triggered signal. Mouse Gesture Triggered is true when a mouse gesture (not detected by other output pins) is detected. For
example, in the case of a mouse double click, this is true if either of the "Double Clicked" outputs has become TRUE, or if a

mouse gesture (such as a drag) triggers this pin. It is false when no mouse gesture has been detected. Mouse Over is true when the
mouse cursor is hovered over the rectangle. It is false when the mouse cursor is not hovering over the rectangle. Clicked is true
when a left mouse button click has been detected. It is false when there has been no mouse click, or when a mouse click other

than a left mouse button click has been detected. Double Clicked is true when a left mouse button double click has been detected.
It is false when there has been no mouse click, or when a mouse click other than a left mouse button click has been detected.

+Shift Key - TRUE if the Shift key was pressed at the time the left mouse button was
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When TRUE, the mouse click and double click outputs are delayed by KEYMACRO milliseconds before they are sent to the
software. This delay is necessary to allow the software time to react to the mouse click or double click event. Bounds: One of

BOUNDS_XMIN, BOUNDS_XMAX, BOUNDS_YMIN and BOUNDS_YMAX. The size of the rectangle is controlled by these
bounds. Clip Bounds: One of BOUNDS_CLIP_XMIN, BOUNDS_CLIP_XMAX, BOUNDS_CLIP_YMIN and

BOUNDS_CLIP_YMAX. These parameters control the size of the rectangle that is visible on the GUI panel. The lower right
corner of the rectangle is (BOUNDS_CLIP_XMAX, BOUNDS_CLIP_YMAX) relative to the coordinates of the GUI panel. If

BOUNDS_CLIP_XMAX = BOUNDS_CLIP_YMAX = 0.0, the rectangle's upper left corner is (0, 0) and its lower right corner is
(1, 1). X Limits: One of BOUNDS_XMIN and BOUNDS_XMAX. The upper bound of the rectangle is XMIN + X Limits. The
lower bound of the rectangle is XMAX - X Limits. If X Limits = 0, the rectangle is infinite. Y Limits: One of BOUNDS_YMIN
and BOUNDS_YMAX. The upper bound of the rectangle is YMIN + Y Limits. The lower bound of the rectangle is YMAX - Y
Limits. If Y Limits = 0, the rectangle is infinite. X Drag Offset: The horizontal component of the distance the mouse cursor has
been dragged since the mouse button was released. The distance is measured relative to the cursor position at the time the mouse
button was released. A negative number indicates that the mouse cursor has been dragged to the right of the rectangle. A positive
number indicates that the mouse cursor has been dragged to the left of the rectangle. A value of 0.0 indicates that no movement

has occurred. This parameter is available when X Drag Dist is not 0.0. Y Drag Offset: The vertical component of the distance the
mouse cursor has been dragged since the mouse button was released. The distance is measured relative to the cursor position at

the time the mouse button was released. A negative number 77a5ca646e
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The Synth Edit module uses the mouse movements to build a polygonal path on the GUI panel. When the mouse enters the
polygon, a "Clicked" output is set to TRUE. This action occurs immediately, before the mouse cursor leaves the polygon. When
the mouse is released outside of the polygon, the "Clicked" output is reset to FALSE. When a mouse button is pressed, the
"Double Clicked" output is set to TRUE if a double click is detected. The "Double Clicked" output is reset to FALSE when the
mouse button is released. A mouse button click is detected when the mouse cursor is over the polygon. If the button was released
within the polygon, the "Clicked" output is reset to FALSE. If the button was released outside of the polygon, the "Clicked"
output remains TRUE for an instant after the mouse button is released, then the output resets to FALSE. If the Shift key is
pressed when the mouse button is pressed, the "Clicked" output and the "+Shift Key" output are set to TRUE if the mouse button
was released within the polygon. The mouse button remains pressed if the Shift key remains pressed, even if the mouse cursor is
moved outside of the polygon. If the mouse cursor is dragged while the Shift key is pressed, the Shift key is automatically
released, and the mouse button remains pressed. If the Ctrl key is pressed when the mouse button is pressed, the "Clicked" output
and the "+Ctrl Key" output are set to TRUE if the mouse button was released within the polygon. The mouse button remains
pressed if the Ctrl key remains pressed, even if the mouse cursor is moved outside of the polygon. If the mouse cursor is dragged
while the Ctrl key is pressed, the Ctrl key is automatically released, and the mouse button remains pressed. The mouse cursor
position can be measured relative to the rectangle the mouse is inside of, or the module can be configured to use a relative mouse
position. If the mouse cursor is positioned within the rectangle when the mouse button is pressed, the X position, Y position, and
Mouse over outputs are set to their TRUE values. If the mouse cursor is positioned outside of the rectangle when the mouse
button is pressed, the X position, Y position, and Mouse over outputs are set to their TRUE values. The mouse position is updated
only when the mouse cursor enters the rectangle, and only if the mouse cursor is inside of the rectangle when the mouse button

What's New In?

The 'Mouse-over', 'Clicked', and 'Double Clicked' outputs control the level of activity of the detector. 'Mouse Over' returns
TRUE when the mouse is hovered over the rectangle, FALSE otherwise. 'Clicked' returns TRUE when a mouse left mouse button
click has been detected, and is reset to FALSE when the mouse button is released. 'Double Clicked' returns TRUE when a left
mouse button double click has been detected, and is reset to FALSE when the mouse button is released. The 'Mouse Down'
output controls whether the left mouse button is pressed down, which happens only when the mouse is inside the rectangle. The
'+Shift Key' and '+Ctrl Key' output pins return TRUE if the Shift or Ctrl key is pressed at the time the left mouse button is
pressed. If a left mouse button click is detected while the Shift or Ctrl key is pressed, reset behavior depends on the click reset
mode as described above. If the mouse cursor is dragged while the Shift or Ctrl key is pressed, these pins are reset to FALSE
when the mouse button is released. The 'X Position' output pin is the mouse cursor's horizontal coordinate relative to the
rectangle. The rectangle's left edge is 0, and its right edge is 1.0. The 'Y Position' output pin is the mouse cursor's vertical
coordinate relative to the rectangle. The rectangle's bottom edge is 0, and its top edge is 1.0. The 'X Drag Dist' output pin is the
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horizontal component of the distance the mouse cursor has been dragged. Distance is measured relative to the cursor position at
the time the left mouse button was pressed. Left-to-right movements are positive, and right-to-left movements are negative. The
width of the rectangle is 1.0. The drag distance remains available after the mouse button has been released. The 'Y Drag Dist'
output pin is the vertical component of the distance the mouse cursor has been dragged. Distance is measured relative to the
cursor position at the time the left mouse button was pressed. Upward movements are positive, and downward movements are
negative. The height of the rectangle is 1.0. The drag distance remains available after the mouse button has been released.
Parameters: Rectangle - the rectangle in which the mouse events are detected. This rectangle is represented in coordinates relative
to SynthEdit's active window. It is possible to use the In Window coordinates to position the rectangle, but only when the
rectangle is a child of SynthEdit's active window. Shape1/Shape2/Shape3/Shape4 - shapes to be used in detecting the mouse, to
be defined by the shape geometry settings, below. Set to "0" to disable detection of mouse events in all shapes. Double click mode
- controls how the "Double Clicked" output pin is treated. Set to FALSE for the Double Clicked pin to be reset to FALSE, and
TRUE
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System Requirements:

Minimum Requirements: OS: Windows 7 Processor: Intel i5-2400 Memory: 8 GB Graphics: Nvidia GTX 650 or Radeon HD
7870 Hard Disk: 10 GB Additional Notes: Recommended Requirements: Processor: Intel i7-4790 Graphics: Nvidia GTX 970 or
AMD RX 480 Minimum Requirements:OS: Windows 7Processor: Intel i5
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